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Three triple-GEM detector types are applied at BINP by the moment:

● detectors for Tagging System of KEDR experiment (strip pitch 0.5 mm, 8 detectors)
● detectors for DEUTERON facility (strip pitch 0.5 mm, 4 detectors)
● detector for Test Beam Facility (TBF) (strip pitch 0.25 mm, 2 detectors are ready, 2 ones are in production)

Three GEM-based detector types are developed now:

● detector for the polarimeter of VEPP-4M collider
● detector for coordinate system of CMD-3 experiment
● detector for Inner Tracker of Super Charm-Tau Factory

GEM-based detector
for Test Beam Facility of VEPP-4M

Gas mixture
Ar(75%) – CO2(25%)
at atmospheric pressure

Introduction
GEM-based detectors at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics
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Spatial resolution of GEM-based detectors 
is known to be in tens microns scale.

What are the limits of coordinate resolution, 
achieved with GEM-based detectors?

Simulation can provide the answer.

General simulation description
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GEANT4 model

Simulation results can be 
compared with experimental ones.



General simulation description

Primary 1 GeV electrons move perpendicular to the detector plane

Random uniform distribution of initial transverse coordinate of electrons

Energy depositions in the drift gap were collected and then they were processed
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Processing of energy depositions 
(ionisation electrons)

Gas gain fluctuations - multiplication of 
every energy deposition
on random Gauss value with centre at one 
and standard deviation, equal to 0.128
(value corresponds to the experimental results on 
study of photon absorption in triple-GEM detector)

Diffusion (transverse) of ionisation electrons

Result of special simulation:

Gain is not simulated 
directly, but diffusion 
describes the electron 
cloud spread



General simulation description
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Readout simulation

Simulation of electronics noise - add noise to each strip
Noise - random Gauss with centre at zero and standard deviation <E> / SNR

<E> = 1 keV - average energy deposition in the drift gap
SNR = 150 (experimental parameter)

COG (Centre-Of-Gravity) method for coordinate calculation of primary electron

We were interested in one-coordinate resolution only

Strip pitch of real detectors
● Detectors for Tagging System of KEDR experiment and DEUTERON facility - strip pitch 500 μm
● TBF detector- strip pitch 250 μm

Each second strip can accept signal (experimental point)
Strip pitch is two times of strip width
Strip pitch was varied in simulation

Readout strips
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Spatial resolution is the characteristic of the detector.

Spatial resolution is obtained from experiment - systematics should be accounted for.

In order to make simulation self-consistent and complete, two types of simulation were provided:

1. Individual detector simulation
The coordinate of the track, passing through the simulated detector, was known exactly in this 
case. Standard deviation of the difference between true and measured (calculated with COG 
algorithm) coordinates (residuals) was the spatial resolution of individual detector.

2. Simulation of complete experimental set-up
Tracking detectors were described in the simulation - as in the experiment. Residuals 
distributions were obtained and corrections on systematics were accomplished.

General simulation description
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Individual detector simulation - approximation algorithm

The simulation was carried out for different values of strip pitch

Number of strips in COG was varied in order to account the signal shape correctly

For strip pitch 100-400 μm a strip was involved in COG calculation (triggered)
if signal on it exceeded 10% of maximum signal

Average number of triggered strips for 400 μm pitch was equal to 2.9

COG algorithm works for 3 strips minimum

Approximation of residuals distributions

For strip pitch 100-500 μm - Gaussian distribution

For a pitch 600-1000 μm - uniform distribution
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Individual detector simulation - residuals distributions
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Individual detector simulation - results - table



Individual detector spatial resolution as a function of strip pitch

Best spatial resolution is 14.4 ± 0.4 μm in the individual detector simulation with 300 μm strip pitch
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Individual detector simulation - results - graph

Enlarged part of left picture



The simulation of complete experimental set-up includes two tracking detectors before
and after the detector under study (central detector) on the similar distance. 
The distance between neighboring detectors L = 5.829 cm.

In order to determine a spatial resolution of the central detector the residuals distribution 
was analysed and corrections on multiple scattering and limited resolution of tracking 
detectors were done.
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Simulation of complete set-up
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Simulation of complete set-up 
Correction on limited resolution of tracking detectors

Spatial resolutions of tracking detectors 
were taken from the results
of individual detector simulation
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Simulation of complete set-up 
Correction on Multiple Scattering (MS) in the studied detector 

0

Material budget in the simulation X/X0 = 0.31%

(according to the materials in GEANT4 model)
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Simulation of complete set-up - residuals distribution
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Simulation of complete set-up - results - table
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Simulation - results - graph

Red and black lines 
correspond to spatial resolution 
of the detector, obtained with 
individual detector simulation 
and the simulation of complete 
set-up respectively.

Blue line - residuals’ standard 
deviation in complete 
simulation
before corrections.

Simulation is self-consistent 
and it demonstrates spatial 
resolution to be better than 
one, obtained experimentally.
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Conclusions

Spatial resolution of the triple-GEM detectors in experiment is found to be worse than 
one, obtained in the simulation of complete experimental set-up.

Experimental values are in the range of 30 - 50 μm, and
spatial resolution in the simulation is about 10 - 20 μm.

The difference between experiment and simulation is within
2 standard deviations of experimental results errors with leading systematics.

We think that the reason of such difference is connected with not precise
simulation of soft δ-electrons ranges in the drift volume of the detector.
Characteristic values of such ranges obtained
with GEANT4 simulation (the same results were provided by HEED) 
are probably understated.

The other details of the study could be found in the article:
V. N. Kudryavtsev, T. V. Maltsev, L. I. Shekhtman,
Spatial resolution of the detectors based on Gas Electron Multipliers,
JINST 15 2020 C05018





Thank you for attention!


